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Abstract. The Large sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAM-
OST) is the largest optical telescope in China. In last four years, the LAMOST tele-
scope has published four editions data (pilot data release, data release 1, data release 2
and data release 3). To archive and release these data (raw data, catalog, spectrum etc),
we have set up a data cycle management system, including the transfer of data, archiv-
ing, backup. And through the evolution of four software versions, mature established
data release system.
1. Introduction
The Large sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST) is the
largest optical telescope in China(Cui et al. 2012). The size of its main mirror is 6.67
meters with 4 meters effective aperture. LAMOST is characterized by both a large field
of view and large aperture.
After first light in 2008, the pilot sky survey from 2010 to 2012, and the regular
sky survey is in progressing from 2012 to 2017. In the last four years, the LAMOST
telescope has operated about 900 night. The raw data volume is about 18TB, and the
product data contains about 4 million spectra, 5TB FITS files.
2. Architecture
The data cycle management system architecture shows in Figure 1.
3. Application
3.1. Data Flow
The data flow is shown in Figure 1:
 The site transfer raw data to China-VO Data Center. (He et al. 2015)
 Data Center push raw data to Pipeline Server.
 Pipeline generate product data (catalog and spectra FITS files) and return to Data
Center.
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Figure 1. The data cycle management system architecture
 Backup raw data and product data to Backup Storage(in the third place).
 Push product data push to Data Release Server. (Fan et al. 2015)
3.2. Data Statistic
In the Last few years, the telescope runs about 250 days per year. Till now, LAMOST
has about 900 observation nights. As show in Figure 2, in these 900 night, the average
size of raw data is about 20GB per night.
Figure 2. Raw data statistic.
3.3. Data Release
After the LAMOST pipeline, the product data (catalog and spectra) will be released to
users:
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 In 2012, before the IAU General Assembly in Beijing, LAMOST Release the
Pilot Data Release (PDR)(Luo et al. 2012)
 In 2013, LAMOST release the first Data Release (DR1)1, and in 2015 spring, all
the DR1 data release to public.(Luo et al. 2015). As shown in Figure 3.
 In 2014, LAMOST release the second Data Release (DR2)2. As shown in the left
part of Figure 4.
 In 2015, LAMOST release the third Data Release (DR3)3. As shown in the right
part of Figure 4.
The data release software requires:
• Java Web Framework: Spring Framework4.
• Database: PostgreSQL5, pgSphere 6.
• Web Server: Nginx7.
• User Management: CSTNET Passport8.
• Code Management: China-VO Code Repository Management9, based on Git-
Lab10,
4. Conclusion
LAMOST is an effective spectra telescope, so the data management is very challenging.
Over the practical experience in past few years, we have set up a series of software and
tools. In the future, We will upgrade these software and tools continually.
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Figure 3. LAMOST DR1.
Figure 4. Left: LAMOST DR2. Right: LAMOST DR3.
